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Phillips, the most northern belt is desert where the only
permanent vegetation is found near isolated wells and does
not support inhabitants. To the south of the desert is
shrub steppe, characterised by acacias, which produces
abundant pasturage for camels and goats at certain
times of the year owing to a regular, if scanty, rainfall.
Nomad camel-owning Arabs, like the Kababish, flourish
in this country. South of Khartoum we reach thorny
savannah. The grasses are high and luxuriant during the
rains and the country is dotted with small thorny trees.
The rainfall is heavy enough to allow cultivation of maize
and millet (dura). This belt is excellent for stock-breed-
ing and also produces gum, the collection of which plays
so large a part in the lives of the peoples of central Kordo-
fan. Here live the Cattle-Arabs and the pastoral Shilluk.
South of the thorny savannah is a belt of open savannah
consisting of level, almost treeless plains, covered with
high grasses, where live the pastoral Dinka and Nuer who
occupy also the swamp (sudd) country which borders it.
To the west and south of these grassy plains lies savannah
forest in which trees are often numerous enough to form
open forest though they do not grow beyond medium
height and cast little shade. Cattle are bred in this
country till ' fly' (glossina) on the ironstone plateau renders
a pastoral life impossible. Savannah forest is typical of
the Zande kingdoms of the southern Bahr-el-Ghazel.
Tropical rain forest is only found in the Sudan in the form
of * fringing ' forests along the banks of streams in the
extreme south.
Two main racial types have contributed to the physical
characters of the peoples of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,
the Caucasian and the Negro, the White and the Black.
No effort will be made to classify the inhabitants of the
country into racial sub-divisions. Admixture has been
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